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Making a perfect lens that produces flawless images has been a 
dream of lens makers for centuries. In 1873, Ernst Abbe discovered 
a fundamental ‘diffraction limit’ in optics: whenever an object 
is imaged by an optical system, such as the lens of a camera, fine 
features — those smaller than half the wavelength of the light — are 
permanently lost in the image. The loss of information arises because 
light emerging from the object’s fine features carries components with 
high spatial frequency — that is, evanescent waves that exponentially 
decay, resulting in an imperfect image. The ‘lost treasures’, as the 
subwavelength details could be called, are the fundamental reason 
for Abbe’s diffraction limit, which determines the smallest features 
that one can see through even the best of lenses. Practically speaking, 
this limits the resolution of all the imaging and lithography systems 
that are the corner stones of modern biology and electronics.

For more than a century, attempts have been made to overcome 
the diffraction limit. In 1967, Veselago raised the question of the 
physical meaning and feasibility of hypothetical materials with a 
negative index of refraction. He found that in such negative index 
media (NIM) a number of surprising phenomena occur, such as 
the reverse equivalents of Snell’s law, Doppler shift and Cerenkov 
radiation1. These new phenomena do not violate the laws of physics, 
yet they challenge our physical perception and intuition. Negative 
refraction at the interface of a negative and a positive index medium 
allows a flat slab of NIM to focus all the diverging light rays from an 
object into two images: one inside the slab and one outside (Fig. 1a). 

The idea of the NIM lens remained obscure for some decades, 
primarily because no such materials exist in nature. To achieve a 
negative index, a material must simultaneously possess a negative 
dielectric permittivity ε and a negative magnetic permeability μ. 
Although the dielectric resonances that lead to negative ε do occur 
in nature at optical frequencies in noble metals, the magnetic 
resonances typically dissipate above 100 GHz. Attempts to adjust the 
two resonance frequencies supported by the same material to match 
each other, such as in magnetic semiconductors, has proven nearly 
impossible. In the late 1990s, Pendry proposed that electromagnetic 
resonances in artificially engineered metamaterials made of metal 
loops and wires could be tuned to values not accessible in natural 
materials2,3. By regulating these artificial ‘meta-atoms’, which are 
much smaller than the working wavelength, the electric and magnetic 

resonances could be tailored individually and made to overlap at a 
desired frequency4,5. The first NIM was experimentally demonstrated 
in 2000 at microwave frequencies6,7 (~10 GHz). The metamaterial’s 
construction was a cubic lattice of artificial meta-atoms with split-
ring resonators, providing the negative μ, and metallic wires that 
mimic a diluted metal below its plasma frequency, providing the 
negative ε. This type of microwave NIM was further confirmed by 
other groups8–10 and can now be routinely produced.

One of the most striking properties of NIM materials, further 
proposed by Pendry, is that a slab of NIM can be a ‘perfect lens’ 
in which the evanescent waves, instead of decaying, are in fact 
enhanced through the slab11. This offers the possibility of restoring 
or recovering the ‘lost treasures’, theoretically making a perfect 
image without any deterioration. These bold and provocative 
theoretical predictions have renewed hopes of overcoming the 
diffraction limit. In the past few years, we have witnessed exciting 
theoretical and experimental steps towards the realization of such 
lenses (Box 1). These new developments not only demonstrate the 
physics of the concept, but also pave the way for future optical and 
photonic applications.

Physics of the suPerLens

The light emitted or scattered from an object includes not only 
propagating waves but also evanescent waves, which carry the 
subwavelength detail of the object. The evanescent waves decay 
exponentially in any medium with a positive refractive index so that 
they cannot be collected at the image plane by a conventional lens, 
and this results in a diffraction-limited image. But if a lens made of 
NIM is placed close to an object, the near-field evanescent waves 
can be strongly enhanced across the lens11 (Fig. 1b). After emerging 
from the NIM lens, the evanescent waves decay again until their 
amplitudes reach their original level at the image plane. On the 
other hand, the propagating waves pass through the NIM lens with 
both negative refraction and a reversed phase front, leading to zero 
phase change at the image plane. By completely recovering both 
propagating and evanescent waves in phase and amplitude, a perfect 
image is created (see Fig. 1c).

Such intriguing behaviour relies on the fact that the NIM 
supports resonant surface waves, one example of which is surface 
plasmon polaritons. Evanescent waves can be efficiently coupled into 
surface modes and enhanced by their resonant nature when their 
wave vectors are matched. Because the amplitude of the coupled 
evanescent waves measures the stored energy in the material, the 
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enhancement can be built up by a few cycles of electromagnetic 
oscillations in the surface resonance. Because the evanescent waves 
do not carry any net energy flux, the energy can never be amplified; 
only the distribution of the energy or field will be modified across 
the space. Resonance-based negative-refractive-index media 
constructed from realistic materials, however, are inherently 
associated with substantial energy dissipation or loss (that is, the 
imaginary part of ε and μ), which hinders the resolution of the ‘perfect 
image’. The term ‘superlens’ is used for lenses that take this practical 
limit into account. Unlike conventional lenses, the resolution of the 
superlens is not limited by diffraction, but rather determined by the 
enhancement and by how many evanescent modes can be restored. 
Another consequence of the material loss and imperfections is that 
the distance between the slab and both the object and its image, 
as well as the slab’s thickness, must all be small compared with the 
wavelength if we are to obtain meaningful resonant enhancement of 
the evanescent waves12. When their scale is deeply subwavelength, 
the electrostatic limit can be applied. In this case, the electric and 
magnetic responses of a material decouple, and only one material 
property (ε or μ) needs to be negative to support resonant surface 
waves for one specific polarization (transverse magnetic, TM, or 
transverse electric, TE mode)11. In this special case, the superlens 
effect therefore remains valid in a single negative index medium for 
one polarization of light. As a natural candidate having negative ε 
at optical frequencies, a slab of silver (because of low loss in metal) 
was suggested for achieving the superlens effect for TM waves in 
optics11. Detailed theoretical studies on superlens properties have 

since been extensively explored in terms of resolution, inherent loss, 
dielectric mismatch and also geometrical optimizations12–15.

suPerLensing in the near fieLd

Soon after Pendry’s theoretical proposal, experimental attempts 
to test the superlens concept began. The key feature needed in a 
superlens is its ability to enhance the evanescent waves, resulting 
in a sharper image. In 2003, an optical experiment demonstrated 
that evanescent waves are indeed significantly enhanced across a 
silver slab (Fig. 1d)16,17. The experiment found that the evanescent 
enhancement factor increases exponentially until a particular 
film thickness when the material loss becomes more prominent. 
This experiment not only confirmed the evanescent enhancement 
mechanism in Pendry’s theory, but also provided a number 
of suggestions, such as optimized film thickness and surface 
roughness requirements, for experimental demonstration of a 
superlens. Subsequently, the evanescent enhancement was also 
observed in negative-index and negative-μ metamaterials at 
microwave frequencies18,19.

Superlenses have been realized in both microwave18,20,21 and 
optical frequencies22–24 but with different designs. A microwave 
metamaterial was constructed from wires and split-ring resonators 
forming a two-dimensional waveguide that can be treated as 
homogeneous because the 3-centimetre wavelength is much larger 
than the lattice constant20. With an input antenna placed 2 centimetres 
away from a rectangular slab of metamaterial, a focused image was 
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Figure 1 A slab of negative-refractive-index medium acts as a perfect lens. a, a niM flat lens brings all the diverging rays from an object into a focused image. 
b, the niM can also enhance the evanescent waves across the lens, so the amplitude of the evanescent waves are identical at the object and the image plane.  
c, a microscope based on an ideal niM lens should focus both propagating and evanescent waves into an image with arbitrarily high resolution. d, experimental verification 
of the evanescent wave enhancement through a silver superlens. Tp is the enhancement factor. reprinted with permission from ref. 16. 
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obtained by scanning the detector on the imaging side of the sample. 
By using a negative-index planar transmission-line structure, an 
image below the diffraction limit (at λ/5) was reported at ~1 GHz 
frequency18. Although these metamaterials experienced significant 
loss and are very sensitive to frequency and their electromagnetic 
environment, the experimental results demonstrated the superlens 
effect in the microwave range.

In 2005, the optical superlensing effect was observed using a 
thin slab of silver, a single negative-ε material, that could effectively 
image 60-nm features (λ/6), well below the diffraction limit22,23. The 
sub-diffraction-limited image was recorded by optical lithography 
at 365 nm wavelength as shown in Fig. 2a–c. The presence of the 
silver superlens improved the image resolution remarkably in the 
near field by excitation of surface plasmons. Using a similar scheme, 
another group also confirmed the superlensing effect in silver 
films24. The concept of the basic single-layer silver superlens was 
also improved by lamination of the metal into many layers25–28. A 
year later, a SiC superlens at mid-infrared frequency, using optical 
phonon resonance enhancement, showed even better feature 
resolution in terms of wavelength (λ/20) because of the low loss 
in the SiC material29. Despite challenges in fabricating ultra-flat 
surfaces on either side of the superlens (surfaces roughness being 
detrimental to the surface resonances and enhancement), these 
experimental realizations of the optical superlens clearly showed the 
potential for imaging and lithography below the diffraction limit.

Negative refraction and imaging in photonic crystals have also 
come in for intensive investigation30–40. Using low-loss dielectric 
materials, this can be an interesting approach to counter the loss 
that NIM must deal with. The key to the superlens effect in photonic 
crystals is to design appropriate dispersion so as to achieve negative 

refraction for all angles. Although the lensing effect is similar to the 
NIM case, it arises from a different mechanism: Bragg scattering in a 
photonic crystal rather than refraction in NIM. The ultimate image 
resolution therefore is limited by the period of the crystal, and the 
image contains some distortions as well, because the evanescent 
components cannot be uniformly enhanced by the surface mode for 
all wave vectors32.

suPerLenses Projecting far-fieLd iMages

The superlens experiments discussed so far are only capable of 
projecting a sub-diffraction-limited image in the near field, as the 
evanescent waves will continue to decay away from such lenses. A 
simple slab superlens is ‘near-sighted’11,41. How to bring the image 
into the far field remains a substantial challenge. In this section, we 
discuss a few recent approaches towards this goal.

far-fieLd suPerLens
A silver superlens-based device, termed the far-field superlens (FSL), 
was proposed to project a sub-diffraction-resolution image into the 
far field42. The FSL is made of a silver superlens with additional 
nanoscale corrugations on its top surface (Fig. 3a). This lens not 
only enhances the evanescent waves but also converts them into 
propagating waves. A proper transfer function of the FSL is crucial, 
because it ensures the ‘uniqueness’ required for the reconstruction 
process to form sub-diffraction-limit images. The concept was first 
tested with a carefully designed silver FSL geometry working at 
377 nm wavelength43,44. After inserting the FSL into a conventional 
optical microscope, two nanowires of 50 nm width separated by 
a 70-nm gap were clearly imaged (Fig. 3b,d). As a comparison, 

When a beam of light hits an object, the object’s information is 
transferred to the scattered light with various wave vectors which 
comprise both propagating and evanescent components. The 
propagating waves carry large feature information and can reach 
the far field, whereas evanescent waves carry fine details, but are 
confined to the near field. If a conventional glass lens is used to 
collect the scattered light, the evanescent waves are permanently lost 
before reaching the image plane (Fig. B1a). Thus, the resolution of 
the final image is always ‘diffraction limited’.

However, the evanescent fields can be enhanced and thus 
contribute to a sub-diffraction-limited image if we place a superlens 
with negative refractive index close to the object (Fig. B1b). If the 
superlens only possesses either single negative ε or single negative 
μ, the superlens effect remains valid only for transverse magnetic or 
transverse electric modes of light, respectively.

By adding a coupling element to the superlens, the enhanced 
evanescent waves can be coupled into propagating waves, making 
far-field detection possible (Fig. B1c). High-resolution images can 
be reconstructed by collecting the far-field signals from such a lens 
if we have complete knowledge of the coupling process, which is 
assured by the design of the FSL transfer function.

Taking another approach, the hyperlens uses a piece of artificial 
metamaterial to transfer the deep subwavelength information 
into the far field (Fig. B1d). The evanescent waves from the object 
can become propagating waves in such a strongly anisotropic 
metamaterial. With the help of the hyperlens geometry, the waves 
gradually reduce their wavevector values along the propagation 
direction in the metamaterial, and thus the waves can continue to 
propagate even after leaving the hyperlens. 

Box 1  Superlenses and hyperlenses

Figure B1 Comparison of various types of optical lenses. a, conventional 
lens. b, near-field superlens. c, far-field superlens. d, hyperlens. the wavy 
curves and smooth curves represent propagating waves and evanescent 
waves, respectively.
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without the FSL, the same optical microscope cannot resolve the 
details of such nanostructures (Fig. 3c).

A tunable FSL capable of working at any visible wavelength 
was recently investigated (Fig. 3e)45,46. The silver slab in the original 
design was replaced by a slab of silver dielectric multilayers. The 
mechanism of evanescent wave enhancement for a broad range 
of wave vectors comes from a well-known surface plasmon mode 
splitting, so that a multilayer-based FSL can be designed to work 
at any frequency below the surface plasmon frequency46. Similar 
multilayer structures without coupling elements have been used 
for near-field superlenses25–28, but the working wavelength has to be 
close to the surface plasmon frequency and the bandwidth is rather 
narrow. Numerical calculations showed that a two-dimensional 
arbitrary particle of 40 nm radius can be imaged with sub-diffraction-
limited resolution by a multilayer FSL (see Fig. 3f; ref. 46). Although 
these results are encouraging, experimental challenges remain.

the hyPerLens as an oPticaL turbine
The FSL obtains a sub-diffraction-limited image in the far 
field using a two-stage process: evanescent wave enhancement 
via surface resonance, and subsequently, conversion into a 
propagation wave at the exit surface via a designed surface scatter. 

An alternative approach uses an anisotropic medium in curved 
multilayer stacks. The evanescent waves can tunnel through flat 
films to produce a high-resolution image25–28. However, the image 
exists only at the near field of the final layer. In 2006, two groups47,48 
independently proposed that an anisotropic metamaterial with 
hyperbolic dispersion (see Fig. 4a) could provide magnification 
in a cylindrical geometry. When ordinary evanescent waves enter 
such anisotropic media, they immediately become propagating. 
What is interesting is that their large transverse wave vectors can 
be gradually compressed as they propagate outwards, until they 
are small enough to be truly propagating in air or surrounding 
dielectrics outside this cylindrical medium, projecting a magnified 
image into the far field. The cylindrical anisotropic lens has been 
termed a ‘hyperlens’ because of the hyperbolic function of the 
dispersion in such a metamaterial. Practically, the hyperbolic 
curve in Fig. 4a needs to be designed to be nearly flat so that the 
waves with different transverse wave vectors will all propagate 
with the same phase velocity along the radial direction, which is 
important in forming an undistorted image in the far field49. The 
hyperlens essentially works as an optical compressor or turbine 
that continuously compresses or transforms the large wave vectors 
of the original evanescent waves into smaller ones that propagate 
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Figure 2 Near-field optical superlenses. a, schematic configuration for the silver superlens experiment. Pr, photoresist layer; PMMa, polymethylmethacrylate. the 
superlens image was revealed by means of photolithography at wavelength λ = 365 nm. b, focused ion-beam image of the object with a 40-nm linewidth. c, atomic force 
microscopy of the developed image on photoresist with a silver superlens. the presence of the superlens improved the resolution to 89 nm from an average linewidth of 
321 ± 10 nm without the superlens. d, schematic configuration for the sic superlens experiment. the image transferred through the superlens was recorded by near-field 
scanning microscopy. e, scanning electron microscope (seM) image of the object. scale bar, 2 μm. f, amplitude image through the sic superlens measured by near-field 
scanning microscopy at λ = 10.85 μm. a–c, reprinted with permission from ref. 22. d–f, reprinted with permission from ref. 29. 
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Figure 3 Far-field optical superlens. a, a far-field superlens is constructed by adding a subwavelength grating onto a silver slab superlens. it can selectively enhance 
the evanescent waves from the object and also convert them into propagating waves. an fsL microscope can be produced by inserting an fsL between the specimen and 
objective lens of a regular microscope. b, seM image of a nanowire pair object with 50-nm-wide slit in cr film separated by a 70-nm gap. c, diffraction-limited image from 
a regular microscope cannot resolve the two nanowires (numerical aperture = 1.4, λ = 377 nm). d, reconstructed fsL image clearly resolves the sub-diffraction details 
at λ = 377 nm. scale bar, 200 nm. e, a new generation of fsL in which the original silver slab is replaced by a silver–dielectric multilayer structure so that the lens works 
at visible wavelengths. f, a numerical demonstration of two-dimensional sub-diffraction-limited imaging at 405 nm wavelength using the multilayer fsL. the image was 
reconstructed by collecting signals in the far field from six different fsL grating orientations. the object consists of particles with a 40-nm radius and 100-nm smallest 
centre-to-centre distance. scale bar, 200 nm. a–d, reprinted with permission from ref. 43. f, reprinted with permission from ref. 46. 
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Figure 4 Optical hyperlens and magnifying superlens. a, for a material with εr < 0, εθ > 0, the kr and kθ  relationship shows a hyperbolic curve. the propagating waves 
in such medium can take on arbitrarily large values of kθ. reprinted with permission from ref. 47. b, seM image of the cross-section of a hyperlens made by depositing 16 
periodic silver (35 nm) and al2o3 (35 nm) layers on a cylindrical cavity in quartz substrate. c, schematic of the experimental set-up for the first hyperlens demonstration. 
reprinted with permission from ref. 52. d, seM image of the pair object (the two dark lines) with 50-nm linewidths separated by an 80-nm gap. e, comparison of the far-field 
image with and without the hyperlens, both at λ = 365 nm. the magnification of the hyperlens is about 2.3. f, schematic of the magnifying superlens for surface plasmons. 
the lateral distance between the images produced by the alternating layers of effective negative refractive index grows with distance along the radius. the magnified images 
are scattered by the surface roughness and captured by a regular microscope. g, composite of the atomic force microscope image of the sample and the corresponding image 
obtained by regular microscopy. f,g, reprinted with permission from ref. 53. 
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to the far field. A similar cylindrical magnifying superlens was 
proposed by Pendry several years earlier50,51.

The first optical hyperlens was successfully created by conformal 
film deposition of alternating Ag and Al2O3 thin films on a pre-
fabricated quartz substrate moulded with a cylindrical cavity (see 
cross-section scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 4b)49,52. On 
combining such a hyperlens with a conventional optical microscope, 
an image with 130-nm resolution, well below the diffraction limit 
of 260 nm, was directly observed in the far field (Fig. 4c–e). In 
addition to the magnification in one dimension shown in this work, 
a two-dimensional hyperlens is possible with a spherical geometry. 
A different approach to making a magnifying superlens used two-
dimensional surface plasmon waves confined by a concentric 
polymer grating placed on a metal surface (see Fig. 4f)53,54. The 
magnified images of the surface waves were scattered by the surface 
roughness and collected by a microscope (Fig. 4g).

Although the magnification of hyperlenses in these proof-
of-concept experiments is moderate (2–3 times), the ultimate 
resolution has yet to be achieved. This is essentially determined by the 
geometry, material loss and quality of fabrication. For a hyperlens, 
the resolution could be further improved at least several times by 
increasing the ratio of the outer to inner radii and by using thinner 
films, but at the expense of a smaller field of view and a reduced total 
transmission. On the other hand, although an FSL does not have the 
limitation of a small imaging area, its magnification is dependant 
on the coupling grating and the bandwidth for propagating waves. 
To obtain the very large bandwidth in Fourier space needed to 
reconstruct a deep sub-diffractional image, the information might 
have to be collected from multiple measurements.

outLook

The superlens, with its unique ability to overcome the diffraction 
barrier, has vast potential for future applications. Over the past few 
years, we have witnessed some breakthroughs in demonstration 
of the superlensing effect, yet there remain considerable practical 
challenges. The chief limitation of present designs of the far-field 
superlens or hyperlens is that the object must be in the near field 
of the superlens, although the image can be projected into the far 
field. This is because one has to make sure that the evanescent 
waves do not decay too much before reaching the superlens and 
being enhanced or converted into propagating waves. An entirely 
new approach to this issue may be needed, although practical 
applications are still possible with the object near the lens. Another 
fundamental challenge is the loss, as most superlens schemes involve 
resonances in metal, which limits both the practical resolution and 
transmission. Imperfect sample fabrication further aggravates the 
performances because small perturbations are often strong enough 
to distort the delicate transformations of large wave vectors.

The quest for materials with truly negative index at optical 
frequencies presents the possibility of building an optical superlens 
for both polarizations. However, one may question whether this 
direction is better than single negative metamaterials in terms of 
losses, simplicity of design and fabrication. Recently, there have been 
a few interesting experiments showing the feasibility of achieving 
a negative index in a monolayer of metamaterials55–60. It has yet 
to be seen in bulk optical metmaterials, where a truly negative 
refractive index can be defined, even though the ultimate resolution 
in metamaterials is still limited by the unit size of the meta-atom. 
Acoustic metamaterials are another emerging topic: negative 
density61 and negative modulus62 have been observed experimentally 
and various phenomena have been studied63–67. We anticipate that 
an acoustic superlens will be realized experimentally in the not too 
distant future, and that this could greatly improve underwater sonar 
sensing and ultrasonic imaging for medical diagnostics.

In many areas of science and technology, the superlens has 
exciting potential. A possible futuristic optical nanoscope using 
superlenses may extend the optical microscope into the nanometre 
scale, with similar impact to the way in which optical microscopy 
transformed modern biology. Although there are currently quite a 
few imaging technologies, such as scanning electron microscopy, 
that offer nanometre resolution, an optical nanoscope is essential 
for real-time in situ observation of complex molecular machinery 
in living biological cells, which will accelerate discoveries in biology 
and medicine. Another possible application is the extension of 
optical lithography to ultra-small scales, which is the key to scaling 
down integrated circuits for high-performance electronics. Optical 
and magnetic data storage, and biosensing68 may also benefit from 
the ability to write or read information within ultra-small volume, 
thereby increasing storage densities or sensing resolution.

doi:10.1038/nmat2141
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